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EXTREME POINTS FOR SOME CLASSES OF UNIVALENT
FUNCTIONS (•)

BY

W. HENGARTNER AND G. SCHOBER

ABSTRACT. Monotonicity properties are given for extreme points in classes of

normalized analytic and univalent mappings of an arbitrary domain. For the familiar class

of normalized univalent mappings of the unit disk, extreme points/are shown to have the

remarkable property that//; is univalent.

Introduction. Let D be an arbitrary domain in the complex plane and H(D) the

set of all analytic functions in D. For a subset 9 of H(D) we denote by E0 the

set of extreme points of 9; i.e., each/ G E0 is not a proper convex combination

of other elements of 9. With the topology of uniform convergence on compact

subsets, H(D) becomes a locally convex linear topological space. If 9 is a

compact subset of H(D), it is well known that E0 is nonempty and that for each

continuous linear functional L on H(D), there exists an/ G E0 such that

(1) ReL(/) = maxReL(g).
gey

That is, linear extremal problems may be solved just by examining extreme

points.

We shall be concerned with properties of extreme points for three classes of

functions:

(2) 9, = {/ G H(D):f is univalent, /(/») = P, and/'(/») = p},

(3) 92 = {/ G H(D):f is univalent, /(/») = P, and f(q) = Q),

where p, q G D and p, P, Q G C (p # 0) are fixed, and the customary normal-

ized schlicht class in the unit disk U = {|z| < 1},

(4) S = {/ G H(U):f is univalent, /(O) = 0, and/'(O) - 1}.

The familiar normalizations for these classes insure that they are compact.

We shall show that extreme points for 9! and 92 have strong geometric

properties. They map onto slit domains for which each component of the

complement is a monotone arc. In the case of 9, the monotonicity is with respect

to the family of circles with center P. In the case of 92 the monotonicity is with

respect to the family of ellipses with foci P and Q. In a sense, the ellipse family

for 92 is the natural extension of the circle family for 9i.
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Since S is a special case of 9,, an extreme point of S maps onto the

complement of an arc which goes monotonically to oo (cf. also [1]). We shall

show that such mappings have the remarkable property that//z is also univalent.

In addition, we obtain some geometric properties of f/z.

The class 9]. The following theorem is due to L. Brickman [1] in case D is the

unit disk. It is worth emphasizing that his method carries over to arbitrary

domains D. We include a proof for completeness.

Theorem 1. Let f G E0¡. Then f(D) = C, and each component of C - f(D) is

either a point or a Jordan arc which meets each circle with center P in at most one

point. Only one component is unbounded.

Proof. Let/ G 9|, and suppose that a and b are distinct points belonging to a

component of C* - f(D). Here C* is the extended plane C U {co}. Then one

may choose a single valued branch of y/(w — a)(w - b) = xp(w) in f(D), and the

functions

(5) „UuA - " + M") - <KB) + PxP'(P)(5) ^W-TTW)-'

(6) tfcOv) =
Vf - xP(w) + xP(P) - PxP'(P)

1-UV(P)

are univalent in f(D). Furthermore, <px °f, <p2 °f E 9,, and one has

(7) Z=AoW+(l-A)(rW

for A = i[l + xp'(P)]. Consequently, / cannot be an extreme point of 9, if

A G (0,1), or if

(8) *'(P)G(-I,1).

In case a = P + re1" and b = P + re#, then

(9) MP)]2 = cos2Ka-/3)G[0,l).

Therefore / cannot be an extreme point if any component of C* - f(D) meets

any circle about P in more than one point. For / G E0¡ it follows immediately

(e.g., as in [1]) that each component of C - f(D) is a point or a Jordan arc and

hence f(D) = C. Two components cannot be unbounded, for otherwise they

would belong to a single component of C* —f(D) in which there would be

distinct points on all sufficiently large circles about P.

Remark. The same conclusion and proof hold in case the normalization for the

class 9, is altered so that/'(/>) belongs to a fixed set A C C (e.g., m < \f'(p)\

< M for some 0 < m < M < oo). Of course, 9t will be compact iff A is

compact.

The class 92. Theorem 1 extends in a geometrically pleasing way to the class

92-
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Theorem 2. Let f G £9j. Thenf(D) = C, and each component ofC -f(D) is

either a point or a Jordan arc which meets each ellipse with foci P and Q in at most

one point. Only one component is unbounded.

Proof. Let/ G 92, and suppose that a and b are distinct points belonging to a

component of C* - f(D). Then uXw) = y/(w - a)(w - b) has a single valued

branch in f(D), and the functions

are univalent in/(£>). Furthermore, d>, » /, <p2 ° / G 92, and one has

(12) /=A¿W+0-A)</>2°/

for

03) \ = l + MP)-*(Q))/(P-Q)-

Consequently, / cannot be an extreme point if A G (0,1), or if

(14) okp)-,Kô))/(p-ô)g(-i,i).
If a and b lie on an ellipse with foci P and Q, then

a = {(P + Q) + \(P - Q)h(a)   and
(15)

b = i(P + Q) + Ï(P - Q)h(ß)

where h(9) = e"'cos 9 + itr'-y/l - e2 sin 9 and e is the eccentricity of the

ellipse. Writing h(9) = cos(0 - iij) where cosh ij = e_l, we find

[/¡(a)/i(/?) - cos(a - ß)]2 = sin2(a - nj)sin2(ß - ir¡)

= [1 - h2(a)][l - h2(ß)].

In terms of ip, (16) becomes

(17) |W) + W) _ cos2(^)]2 = ^W

So

(P-Q)2 V    2    /J (P-Qf

(18) W) + ^(g)_cos2/g^\ = +2i(p>
1 ' (p-Q)2      v 2 ; - (/>-ô)2

where we must determine the sign of the right side correctly. This may be done

geometrically, or by a continuity argument we may determine the sign by

checking when b is opposite a. Indeed, <//(/•) and \p(Q) may be defined as

continuous functions of b as b moves along the ellipse to the point b =
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P + Q - a opposite a, and for this point t//(P) = xp(Q) and the cosine term

vanishes, so that the + sign is correct in (18). Therefore

(») [«^P]' - mt(&)
and (14) is satisfied. Consequently, / cannot be an extreme point if any

component of C* - f(D) meets an ellipse with foci P and Q in more than one

point. The remaining assertions follow easily as in Theorem 1.

Remark 1. The same conclusion and proof are valid in case the normalization

for 92 is relaxed so that q ED.

Remark 2. Note that Theorem 2 is a natural extension of Theorem 1. For if

ß -» P, then the analytic condition (14) becomes the corresponding one (8) in

Theorem 1. Geometrically, the ellipses degenerate into circles as the family 92 is

deformed into 9,.

The class S. Let / be an extreme point of S. The principal content of the

following theorem is that//z is univalent. This is obviously false for S in general

(e.g. the identity function). It is a rather remarkable property of the extreme

points.

Theorem 3. Letf E Es. Then

(i) log(//z) is univalent in the unit disk U.

(ii) log(//z) maps U onto a domain ß convex in the v-direction, i.e., the

intersection of ß with each vertical line is connected.

(iii) The vertical line with abcissa x meets ß in a segment of length lx < 2ir.

(iv) lx is a continuous strictly increasing function of x on [jc0, oo), lim,.,«, lx = 2w,

and lXo = 0 where x0 = inf{Re z: z G ß}.

(v) f/z is univalent in U.

(vi)f/z maps U onto a domain Qx with the property that each circle \w\ = r meets

Qx in a single arc of w, radians. Moreover, ur is a continuous strictly increasing

function of r on [r0, oo), lim,,,«, wf = 2tt, andu^ = 0 where r0 = inf{|w|: w G ß[}.

Proof. Suppose/ G Es. By Theorem 1, C - f(U) is a Jordan arc extending

monotonically from a finite point P2 to oo. So the restriction of f(U) to the disk

|w| < n is a domain Dn. Let f„ map U conformally onto D„ with/i(0) = 0 and

f'n(0) > 0. Then by the convergence theorem of Radó [3], fn converges to /

uniformly on U relative to the spherical metric. Suppose/(e*2) = fni^1") = B2

and/(e'*') = oo, \fn(ei9u)\ = n, where we choose 0 < 92 - 9X < 2it. Of course,

the choice of e*1* is not unique. Nevertheless, e*1* -» e*1 and e'*2* -* e** as

n -» oo by the uniform convergence. Let §„ be the Möbius self-mapping of U

with §„(1) = e"", §„(-1) = e***, and §„(/) = e('/2)'(».,+«i.)> and denote S

= linv.ooê,,.

If we choose the branch of the logarithm for which log 1 = 0, we have for

GH = log[(/, » êj/âj the Poisson representation
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(20)

i r2"
log k ° §>")

*„(*")
<?" + £
e"-f

a"/ + i(const)

So

= ¿ Jf* log|/„ o §n(e»)\^±±dt + /(const).

Since log|/ o §„(e")| is nonincreasing for 0 < t < w and nondecreasing for

•n < r < 2tt, it follows that

Re{(i - ?2)c;(f)}

By passing to the limit we have

(21) Re{(l - Wtf)} > 0

for G = log(/° §/§). We have shown in [2] that (21) characterizes a particular

class of univalent mappings to domains convex in the indirection. Consequently,

log(//z) = G » §-' is univalent and maps U onto a domain Q convex in the in-

direction, so that (i) and (ii) are verified.

¿■*i6L

g = log(//z)

S(.'VC

*■"<")

Figure 1

Since C-f(U) is a Jordan arc, we may define a decreasing function

tj: [9X,92] -» [92,9X + 2ir] such that
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(22) f(eW))=f(e»).

Now for g = log(//z) we have

(23) g(e">) - g(ei^) = i[t¡(9) - 0]      mod Im.

Note that both sides of (23) are continuous functions of 9 and vanish for 9 = 92.

We may therefore omit the mod 2tri. Since the right side of (23) is purely

imaginary, necessarily

(24) g{e») - *(**•>) = i7,

for jc = Re g(eii) (see Figure 1). Therefore

(25) lx = V(9)-9,      9E(9X,92].

For 9 G (9X,92], rj(9) - 9 is strictly decreasing. It is zero at 92 and tends to 2w at

0X. Since jc decreases as 9 increases, the corresponding properties (iii) and (iv) of

lx follow.

Since lx < 2ir for all x, the exponential function is univalent in ß. Consequent-

ly f/z = e* is univalent, and (v) is proved. The properties described in (vi) then

follow immediately from (iii) and (iv).

Remarks. (1) Since f/z # 0, univalent branches of (f/z)xlp can be defined for

/G Es for all p > 1.
(2) Property (ii) and, in particular, (21) permit an analytic representation for

/ G Es in terms of analytic functions with positive real part and the points

e18', eiBl. One easily obtains estimates of various kinds from such representations.

However, to obtain good results in this direction, one would also have to take

into account the properties (iii) and (iv) of lx.

(3) llf(z) = 2Ü°-i anz" G Es, then property (v) implies that

(26) f = a2x[(f/z) - \] E S.

Since the nth coefficient of/ is a„+x/a2, elementary induction arguments become

possible for estimating many linear functionals. However, one cannot expect very

good results since/ is not a slit mapping. Nevertheless, several other approaches

need to be explored which exploit the simultaneous univalence of /and/.
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